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6 mechanotransduction

wang, tytell, ingber [2009]
Figure 3. Molecular activity from the extracellular matrix to the nucleus.

2me239 mechanics of the cell - literature

alberts et al. [2008] boal [2002] howard [2001] phillips et al. [2008]

recommended textbooks / additional reading

3me239 mechanics of the cell - syllabus

add’l information http://biomechanics.stanford.edu and coursework

where are we???

4me239 mechanics of the cell - overview

favorite topics in class - from last year’s survey



5me239 mechanics of the cell - grading

Grading
Homework 30 % three homework assignments, 10% each
Midterm 30 % one single letter format page cheat sheet
Final Project 20 % oral presentations graded by the class,
Final Project 20 % written essay graded by myself ;-)

Tue 05/18 Midterm

Thu 05/27 Final projects I
Oral presentations evaluated by the class

Tue 06/01 Final projects II
Oral presentations evaluated by the class

Tue 06/01 Final projects due
Written essays due

6me239 mechanics of the cell - final projects

make sure your project includes mechanics & cells!

7me239 mechanics of the cell - final projects

downloadable layout file from coursework

8me239 mechanics of the cell - final projects

downloadable grading criteria from coursework



95 biomembranes - summary

5. biomembranes

the inner life of a cell, viel & lue, harvard [2006]

105 biomembranes - summary

the cell membrane

Figure 1.3. Cell membrane. Phospholipic bilayer with hydrophobic water-avoiding tails and hydrophilic water-loving heads.

115 biomembranes - summary

the cell membrane

   non-covalent interactions of phospholipids
• hydrophobic, water avoiding non-polar residues
• hydrophilic, water loving polar head groups

the barrier between the inner and outer cell is the cell membrane, a
bilayer consisting of phospholipids of a characteristic structural
arrangement. in aqueous solutions, these phospholipids essentially
display two kinds of non-covalent interactions.

this behavior is similar to fatty acids or oil in water, where the
hydrophilic polar heads tend to be oriented towards the water phase
while the hydrophobic tails are oriented towards the oil phase.

125 biomembranes - summary

micropipette aspiration



135 biomembranes - summary

law of laplace from free body diagram

145 biomembranes - summary

law of laplace for micropipette aspiration

155 biomembranes - summary

law of laplace from energy minimization

young [1805], laplace [1806]

165 biomembranes - summary

concept of surface tension



175 biomembranes - summary

   overall deformation = in plane + transverse deformation

tension vs bending - membranes vs shells

185 biomembranes - summary

membrane stiffness characteristics

red blood cells

red blood cells

red blood cells

195 biomembranes - summary

the fluid mosaic model

singer & nicolson [1972]

206. mechanotransduction

Mechanotransduction I
Mechanoreception, intracellular signaling, target activation
Probing mechanotransduction

Mechanotransduction II
Electrical signaling and electrophysiology
Huxley Hodgkin model
Nerve cells

Mechanotransduction III
Electromechanical signaling and excitation contraction
FitzHugh Nagumo model
Skeletal muscle cells and heart cells

http://library.thinkquest.org
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216.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

mechanotransduction
the process of converting physical forces into biochemical signals
and integrating these signals into the cellular response is referred
to as mechnotransduction. to fully understand the molecular basis for
mechanotransducion, we need to know how externally applied forces are
transmitted into and throughout the cell. different techniques have been
developed to probe mechanotransduction by mechanically stimulate
cells to address the following questions.

226.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

mechanotransduction

236.1 mechanotransduction in bone

example - bone loss in space

human spaceflight to mars could become a reality within the next 25
years, but not until some physiological problems are resolved,
including an alarming loss of bone mass, fitness and muscle
strength. gravity at mars' surface is about 38 percent of that on
earth. with lower gravi-tational forces, bones decrease in mass
and density. there is no evidence that bone loss ever slows in
space. further, it is not clear that space travelers will regain that bone
on returning to gravity. during a 13 to 30 months long
trip to mars unchecked bone loss could make an astro-
naut's skeleton the equivalent of a 100-year-old person.

http://www.acsm.org

246.1 mechanotransduction in bone

example - bone loss in space

nasa has collected data that humans in space lose bone mass at a
rate of                           . so far, no astronauts have been in space
for more than 14 months but the predicted rate of bone loss seems
constant in time. this could be a severe problem if we want to send
astronauts on a 3 year trip to mars and back. how long could an
astronaut survive in a zero-g environment if we assume the critical
bone density to be                          ? you can assume an
initial density of                       !



256.1 mechanotransduction in bone

example - bone loss in space

266.1 mechanotransduction in bone

example - bone loss in space

Carter & Hayes [1977]

276.1 mechanotransduction in bone

example - bone growth during training

taylor, zheng, jackson, doll, chen, holzbaur, besier, kuhl [2009]

28

example - bone growth during training

6.1 mechanotransduction in bone

bmd left 1.107g/mm bmd right 1.369g/mm2 2



296.1 mechanotransduction in bone

humeral torsion in high performance tennis players
taylor, zheng, jackson, doll, chen, holzbaur, besier, kuhl [2009]

example - bone growth during training

306.1 mechanotransduction in arteries

example - arterial wall thickening

overall thickening - thickening of individual fascicles

growing plaque

kuhl, maas, himpel, menzel [2007]

adiposisinitial conditions calcification

early stage
soft plaque pressed into wall

later stage
stiff plaque induces high stresses

316.1 mechanotransduction in arteries

stress-induced cross sectional growth
himpel, kuhl, menzel, steinmann [2005]

example - arterial wall thickening after stent inflation

326.1 mechanotransduction in arteries

patient specific virtual stent implantation
himpel, kuhl, menzel, steinmann [2005], kuhl, maas, himpel, menzel [2007]

volumetric growth

example - arterial wall thickening after stent inflation



336.1 mechanotransduction in the heart

goktepe, abilez, parker, kuhl [2010]

Figure 9. Strain-driven eccentric growth. The eccentric growth multiplier gradually increases from 1.00 to 1.50 as the individual
cardiomyocytes grow eccentrically. On the structural level, eccentric growth manifests itself in a progressive dilation of the left ventricle
accompanied by a significant increase in cardiac mass, while the thickness of the ventricular wall remains virtually unchanged.

example - volume induced cardiac dilation

346.1 mechanotransduction in the heart

goktepe, abilez, parker, kuhl [2010]

Figure 10. Stress-driven concentric growth. The concentric growth multiplier gradually increases from 1.00 to 3.00 as the individual
cardiomyocytes grow concentrically. On the structural level, concentric growth manifests itself in a progressive transmural wall thickening to
withstand higher blood pressure levels while the overall size of the heart remains virtually unaffected. Since the septal wall receives structural
support through the pressure in the right ventricle, wall thickening is slightly more pronounced in the free wall where the wall stresses are
higher.

example - pressure induced wall thickening

356.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

mechanotransduction

cells are constantly pulling on their surroundings in order to probe and adjust to
their mechanical microenvironment. stem cell differentiation was already
mentioned as strongly influenced by the substrate stiffness. recent evidence suggests
that a number of molecular and cellular structures are involved: stress-activated ion
channels, transmembrane proteins that mediate cell-matrix or cell-cell contacts, focal
adhesion complexes, membrane lipids, glycocalyx proteins, and also G-protein
coupled receptors can all serve as mechanosensors and transducers. thus, receptors
that traditionally have been thought of as being under the control of biochemical agonist
and antagonist molecules, might also respond to fluid shear or substrate strain
by a conformational change to initiate intracellular signaling events.
however, activation of these receptor signaling cascades by mechanical cues may
produce entirely different physiological responses depending on the overall
deformation state of the cell and cytoskeleton, and the physical context of the
tissue and organ in which the cell normally experiences mechanical stress.

discher, dong, fredberg, guilak, ingber, janmey, kamm, schmid-schonbein, weinbaum [2009]

366.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

alberts et al. [2008]

example - hair cells

the stereocilia that project from hair cells vibrate in response to sound waves. here the bundle of stereocilia
projecting from a single hair cell is pushed with laser tweezers to simulate this movement. movement opens
stress-activated ion channels in the plasma membrane, leading to membrane depolarization. this is translated
into the perception of sound. moving an individual stereocilium demonstrates the flexible attachment of these
structures to the cell body.



376.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

alberts et al. [2008]

example - epithelial cells

these epithelial cells express green fluorescent cadherin. they are grown at low density, so that isolated cells
can be observed. Initially, labeled cadherin is diffusely distributed over the whole cell surface. as cells crawl
around and touch each other, cadherin becomes concentrated as it forms the adhesion junctions that link
adjacent cells. eventually, as the cell density increases further, the cells become completely surrounded by
neighbors and form a tightly packed sheet of epithelial cells.

386.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

alberts et al. [2008]

example - fibroblasts

fibroblasts grown in vitro in a culture dish form a confluent monolayer of cells. cells in a monolayer are relatively
static; contacting each other inhibits their migration. such cell layers can be wounded experimentally by
scratching them with a needle. in such an experiment, we can observe that the fibroblasts at the edge of the
wound become migratory and quickly move to repair the gap. such cell migration is important for wound repair
in an intact organism.

396.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

alberts et al. [2008]

example - glial cells

in this experiment, glial cells from the rat brain are grown in cell culture. calcium concentrations are visualized
with a fluorescent dye that becomes brighter when calcium ions are present. in the presence of small amounts
of a neurotransmitter, individual cells light up randomly as ion channels open up and allow calcium ions to enter
the cell. occasionally, calcium waves are transmitted to adjacent cells through gap junctions at regions where
the cells contact each other.

406.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

alberts et al. [2008]

example - heart cells

single heart muscle cells spontaneously contract when grown in cell culture. This cell is grown on a flexible
rubber substratum. each time the cell contracts, it pulls on the substratum which becomes wrinkled. although
individual heart cells can beat with their own rhythms, they are coordinated in an intact heart so that all cells
beat synchronously.



416.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

mechanotransduction

the process of mechanotransduction can be divided into three steps

mechanoreception
detection of the stimulus and transmission of the signal from outside
the cell to its inside

intracellular signal transduction
transduction of the stimulus to location in the cell where a molecular
response can be generated

target activation
activation of proteins that cause alterations in cell behavior through a
variety of different mechanisms

•

•

•

426.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

mechanoreception

mechanoreceptors respond to extracellular signals and relay stimuli
from the outside to the inside. they are thus located right in the cell
membrane. there are three different types of mechanoreceptors:

integrins
transmembrane proteins, form a direct connection between
extracellular matrix and intracellular cytoskeleton

stretch-activated ion channels
proteins that span the cell membrane, selectively permeable,
voltage gated, ligand gated, or mechanically gated

cell-surface receptor proteins
proteins that bind to extracellular signaling molecules

•

•

•

436.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

intracellular signal transduction

physical transduction
cytoskeleton serves as scaffold for the transduction of mechanical
into biochemical signals, highly dynamic signaling network

biochemical transduction
activation of receptors initiates a cascade of events mediated by a
series of signaling molecules, small intracellular mediator molecules
/second messengers and network of intracellular signaling
molecules

•

•

446.1 mechanotransduction - motivation

target activation

mechanical signals can influence cellular function in various different
ways depending on the targets of the signaling pathway. the cellular
response to a single type of stimulus can be quite complex since
the activation of a single type of receptor usually activates multiple
parallel signaling pathways. typical examples of target proteins are
those that regulate gene expression and the transcription
of mRNA from DNA. the production of proteins and their
secretion from a cell can affect the function of neighboring cells,
thereby propagating the effect of the mechanical signal from one
cell to another.



456.2 probing mechanotransduction

probing mechanotransduction

in their physiological environment, cells are subjected to various
combinations of mechanical stimuli and it is difficult to
predict which stimulus is responsible for which change within the
cell. in an attempt to better understand the response of the cell to
individual mechanical stimuli, experiments are performed under
controlled laboratory conditions in which different loading
scenarios can be applied in a selective way. some of the classical
devices that are used to probe mechanotransduction in
living cells include the following tests.

uniaxial and biaxial tension
uniaxial and hydrostatic compression
uniaxial and circumferential shear

•

•

•

466.2 probing mechanotransduction

probing mechanotransduction - tension

uniaxial tension
culture cells on a flexible thin sheet and stretch the sheet uniaxially

advantage: relatively simple
advantage: long sheets relatively homogeneous in loading dircetion
disadvantage: lateral compression due to poisson’s effect

•

•

•

476.2 probing mechanotransduction

probing mechanotransduction - tension

biaxial tension
culture cells on circular membrane and pressurize it from underneath

advantage: ideally, all cells experience the same strain in all directions
disadvantage: pure membrane state is difficult to achieve
disadvantage: cell membrane needs to slide along frictionless support

•

•

•

486.2 probing mechanotransduction

probing mechanotransduction - compression

hydrostatic compression
culture cells in media and increase gas pressure in culture system

advantage: ideally, all cells experience similar hydrostatic compression
disadvantage:changes in gas composition affect chemical environment
disadvantage: might affects cytoplasm rather than mechanoreceptors

•

•

•



496.2 probing mechanotransduction

probing mechanotransduction - compression

uniaxial compression
culture cells in 3d matrix and subject cell matrix to compressive loading

advantage: mimics response of cells in their in vivo environement
disadvantage: difficult to back out stress state of individual cells
disadvantage: influence of poisson effect, matrix viscosity, fluid flow

•

•

•

506.2 probing mechanotransduction

probing mechanotransduction - shear

circumferential flow
culture cells on flat plate and expose them to fluid flow by rotating disk

advantage: single cells can be tested in fluidic environment
disadvantage: rotational device generates inhomogeneous flow profile
advantage: different shear profiles can be tested in one experiment

•

•

•

516.2 probing mechanotransduction

probing mechanotransduction - shear

uniaxial flow
culture cells on substrate and expose them to laminar flow field

advantage: single cells can be tested in fluidic environment
advantage: flow chambers can be studied under a microscope
disadvantage: fully developed laminar flow might be non-physiological

•

•

•

526.2 probing mechanotransduction

feinberg, feigel, shevkoplyas, sheehy, whitesides, parker [2007]

PDMS base layer seeded with
synchronously contracting neonatal rat ventricular cardiomyocytes

probing mechanotransduction - active forces



536.2 probing mechanotransduction

feinberg, feigel, shevkoplyas, sheehy, whitesides, parker [2007]

probing mechanotransduction - active forces in vitro

546.2 probing mechanotransduction

böl, reese, parker, kuhl [2008]

polydimethylsiloxane cardiomyocytes

f (!)

filament sliding theory
starling’s law of the heart

freely jointed chain
discrete network of chains

!chn

chn

probing mechanotransduction - active forces in silico

556.2 probing mechanotransduction

horizontal fibers
model verification

initial parameter calibration

diastole

systole

566.2 probing mechanotransduction

vertical fibers
model validation

parameter control

diastole

systole



576.2 probing mechanotransduction

diagonal fibers
model validation

parameter control

diastole

systole

586.2 probing mechanotransduction

coiling strip
longitudinal fibers

596.2 probing mechanotransduction

•  for these parameters
•  for this

•  inverse finite element analysis w/ E pdms = 1.5MPa

use of thin films as test beds

usim = uexp " cardiomyocyte parameters
" sheet = 5312N/mm2" determine

" sheet seeding density 25% F act = 2656nN"

•  measure deformation uexp = 0.8mm

606.2 probing mechanotransduction

validation - comparison with the literature

•  isolated cardiomyocytes
  under isometric shortening

F act ! 1550nN

•  isolated  cardiomyocytes
  under isometric conditions

iribe, helmes, kohl [2006]

F act ! 5720nN
nishimura, yasuda, katoh, et al. [2004]

F act = 2656nN
?


